
Located in the heart of the Swiss Alps, on the shores of the Geneva Lake, travellers 
will be able to enjoy what the Swiss love to do the most!

Alps Adventure Academy  will pick them up at the plane’s doors and bring them to 
the uniqueness of Switzerland : Mountains, Lakes and more!

 Pick them up at the airport
 Check them in to a 4* hotel, with breakfast included
 Drive them to one activity per day, based on their desires in terms of adrenaline, 

physical experience and motivation
 Take care of their lunches or afternoon tea-times and diners
 Bring them back to their hotel and/or extend the day for a real Swiss night-time 

experience
 Give them the opportunity to visit the main cities on Geneva Lake and time for 

shopping
 Drive them back to the airport  

Example of detailed package is presented in the next page 
The full list of activities is available on our website

Alps Adventure Academy will

Cost per person for one week package 

5 Days Summer Package

April 2019

Starting Date

 Price depends on group size, number and types of chosen activities

 Price does not include:  Flights, Visa and Personal Insurance



Example of 5 Days Summer Taste
Level of Physical demand and Adrenaline is fully customizable

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Arrival at the airport (Geneva, Basel or Zurich) - Drive to Lausanne
Visit of the Lausanne city centre
Typical Swiss dinner with incredible view

DAY 4
Paragliding over the Alps and Geneva lake
Visit the Swiss Vapeur Park
Evening and dinner in a Swiss chalet

DAY 5 Outlet shopping in Aubonne
Transfer to the Airport and Flight back

Speleology in below the Alps
Lunch 
Tobogganing in Leysin
Typical Swiss dinner

Bungee Jumping in Orbe
Lunch in the countryside
Hot Baths in Yverdon -les-Bains to relax
Typical Swiss dinner
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